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Abstract
Simple games correspond to monotonic Boolean functions, but their study is associated with
a distinct set of intuitions and questions. We show how \trading properties" from simple games
can be adapted to the nonmonotonic context, and how a number of these trading properties
(some new and some old) are tied to each other via two kernel operations of the Alexandrov
topology. These results provide an answer to a question of Peter Hammer about the relationship
between the property referred to here as weak monotonicity and some better-known properties
of Boolean functions. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A Boolean vector is a vector of zeros and ones, and a Boolean function on n
variables is a function f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g. A Boolean vector x for which f(x) = 1 is
called a true vector (of f), and one for which f(x)=0 is called a false vector (of f).
The Boolean function is said to be monotonic (or positive) if f(x)6f(y) whenever
x6y.
We will want to pass back and forth between Boolean vectors and subsets of
N =f1; : : : ; ng. If x=(x1; : : : ; xn) is a Boolean vector, then fi: xi=1g will be called the
support Sx of x. Conversely, if S N , then xS will denote the unique Boolean vector
with support S.
A hypergraph G is a structure (N;W ) where W is the collection of supports of
true vectors of some Boolean function f. If the Boolean function f is also mono-
tonic (and thus, the collection W is closed under the formation of supersets), then
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G is called a simple game. A simple game G can be thought of as a model of a
voting system in which the numbers 1 through n are the voters (for example, the
537 members of the US federal system), and the sets in W are those collections of
voters who can ensure passage of the issue at hand by voting yes. Whether W is
closed under the formation of supersets or not, we will refer to sets in W as winning
coalitions.
For example, in the US federal system any coalition containing 51 members of
the Senate, 218 members of the House of Representatives, and the president is a
winning coalition, because such a coalition can assure passage of a bill by support-
ing it. The word \coalition", by the way, is used in this context simply to mean
\set".
Recently, Peter Hammer and Oya Ekin generated a list of all properties of Boolean
functions that could be expressed in a certain limited language [4{6]. All but one of
these, it turned out, corresponded to well-known collections of Boolean functions. The
one exception was the following:
Denition 1.2. A Boolean function f is weakly monotonic if f(x)f(y)6f(x _ y) _
f(xy) for every pair of Boolean vectors x and y. In terms of the corresponding hyper-
graph, this says that if X and Y are winning coalitions, then either X [Y is a winning
coalition or X \ Y is a winning coalition.
Peter Hammer (private communication) raised the question of nding some meaning
or context for weak monotonicity, and determining how it is related to more familiar
properties of Boolean functions and simple games. We will show that weak mono-
tonicity is another example of a \trading property" as discussed in [10,11], but that we
introduce here as a natural generalization of the Hammer{Kogan{Rothblum [7] notion
of a \right-shift" of Boolean vectors.
The other key ingredient in our analysis is the use of two methods for modify-
ing Boolean functions to obtain two operations that modify classes (or properties) of
Boolean functions. The rst of these methods, renaming, is familiar in the eld of
Boolean functions, while the second modication method, Rudin{Keisler (RK) pro-
jection, arose several decades ago among set theorists studying ultralters, but was
rediscovered by Boolean function researchers and called identication of variables [12].
The operations on classes of Boolean functions arising from renaming and RK
projection correspond to (closed) kernel operations in the Alexandrov topology (dis-
cussed later). For example, it turns out that the renamable kernel of the class of
weakly monotonic functions is the well-known class of completely monotonic
functions. Moreover, a number of interesting trading properties (including weak mono-
tonicity, complete monotonicity, and unateness) are generated by sequential application
of these kernel operations to a single class of Boolean functions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss some specic trading
properties in Section 2, and turn to the two kernel operators in Sections 3 and 4. The
general case is dealt with in Section 5.
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2. Trading properties for Boolean functions
Our starting point for the present development is the following notion from
Hammer et al. [7], slightly restricted from their original version to suit our pur-
poses.
Denition 2.1. Suppose (x; y) is a pair of Boolean vectors. Then, we will say that the
pair (x0; y0) of Boolean vectors arises from (x; y) via a right shift (of ones) if
(a) x06x,
(b) y0>y, and
(c) for i = 1; : : : ; n; x0i < xi i y
0
i >yi.
In other words, x0 is obtained from x by replacing 1s by 0s and y0 is obtained from
y by replacing 0s by 1s in corresponding locations. We allow the vacuous shift. If we
start with a monotonic Boolean function and interpret this idea of right shift in the
corresponding simple game, then we capture a nice piece of intuition { some voters
are leaving the coalition Sx and joining the coalition Sy. The coalition Sx, so reduced,
is now Sx0 , and the coalition Sy, so enlarged, is now Sy0 . We will refer to this as a
\one-way transfer" of voters.
Of course, \left shifts" can be dened in an analogous way. In the voting-theoretic
context, the more natural intuition is not of simply a one-way transfer, but of a two-way
\trade" of voters between two coalitions. 1 This brings us to the following.
Denition 2.2. Suppose (x; y) is a pair of Boolean vectors. Then we will say that the
pair (x00; y00) of Boolean vectors arises from (x; y) via a 2-trade (of ones) if for some
pair of Boolean vectors
(x0; y0), we have that:
(a) (x0; y0) arises from (x; y) via a right shift, and
(b) (x00; y00) arises from (x0; y0) via a left shift. 2
An equivalent denition appears in [11], where the general notion of a trade (a
similar exchange among k or fewer vectors) is also made precise. The reader can think
of a k-trade as the exchange corresponding to a sequence of 2-trades (each of which
is between a pair chosen from among k or fewer vectors) that gradually transforms
these vectors in a step-by-step fashion.
1 If f is a Boolean function, let T and F denote, respectively, the set of true and false vectors of f.
Hammer et al. [7] prove that for any monotonic Boolean function f, there exists a bijection from T  F to
F  T such that the image of each pair (x; y) arises from it via a right shift. The notion of a 2-trade allows
one to state a stronger (and perhaps more natural) version of this result: For any unate Boolean function f,
there exists a bijection from T  F to F  T such that the image of each pair (x; y) arises from it via a
2-trade.
2 Because we allow shifts to be vacuous, every right or left shift is a 2-trade.
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The following notion is central to our present considerations.
Denition 2.3. A Boolean function f is said to be robust with respect to a certain kind
of trade (e.g., a 2-trade or a one-way transfer) if it is impossible to convert a sequence
of true vectors into a sequence of false vectors by such a trade. Thus, for example, a
Boolean function f is trade robust i every trade among true vectors leaves at least
one of the vectors still true.
Trading was rst introduced in [10] where it was showed that a simple game is trade
robust i it is weighted. As another example, it is easy to see that a Boolean function
is regular i it is robust with respect to 2-trades involving single 1s (equivalently:
single voters) moving in one or both directions between pairs of vectors.
In what follows, we introduce ve trading notions, the rst and third of which are
well known. For these two, and for weak monotonicity (dened earlier), we leave it to
the reader to verify the equivalence between what is here and the standard denitions.
We need one piece of terminology: if (x; y) is a pair of Boolean vectors (of the same
length), then the excess (of x over y) is the set of indices at which x has a 1 and y
has a 0.
Denition 2.4. Suppose f is a Boolean function. Then f is said to be:
(a) completely monotonic (or 2-trade robust) i it is robust with respect to 2-trades,
(b) batch unate i it is robust with respect to right shifts from one vector to another,
(c) unate i it is robust with respect to right shifts of a single 1 (equivalently: a single
voter) from one vector to another,
(d) weakly monotonic i it is robust with respect to \complete right shifts"; that is,
right shifts from one vector x to a second vector y of all the excess,
(e) preunate i it is robust for complete right shifts for all cases in which the excess
of x over y is a singleton.
Fig. 1 provides the logical relationships (the proofs of which are trivial) among
the ve trading properties in Denition 2.4, and the examples provided below (whose
verications are left to the reader) are adequate to show that no other implications
hold:
batch unate but not 2-trade robust: f(x1; x2; x3; x4) = x1x2 _ x3x4
unate but not weakly monotonic: f(x1; x2; x3; x4) = x1 x2 _ x3 x4
weakly monotonic but not unate: f(x1; x2; x3) = x1 x2 x3 _ x1x2x3 _ x1x2x3
preunate but neither unate nor weakly monotonic: f(x1; x2; x3; x4)=x1x2 x3 x4_ x1 x2x3x4.
3. The renaming kernel in the Alexandrov topology
One source of intuition used by threshold logicians and others is the model of a
Boolean function as a switching device containing n input switches. Each input switch
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Fig. 1. Logical relationships among several trading properties.
has two possible positions, one labeled 0 (for \o ", for example) and one labeled 1
(for \on"). In addition, there is some hidden circuitry and a single output such as a
light bulb which signals, for each possible setting x of the input switches, whether
f(x) = 1 (the circuit as a whole passes current and the light bulb glows) or f(x) = 0
(the circuit blocks current and the bulb is dark).
The concept of \renaming" is well known to workers in Boolean functions (but
unstudied by those game theorists who restrict themselves to the monotonic context).
Given a switching device with n input switches, suppose we select a subset R of them,
and reverse the 0{1 labels for the switches in R. This relabeled device now represents
a new, albeit closely related Boolean function that we will denote by fR and refer to
as a \renaming of f". 3
Renaming has a rather appealing algebraic interpretation in the context of sim-
ple games. Recall that if X and Y are sets then the symmetric dierence of X
and Y , denoted XY , is the set (X − Y ) [ (Y − X ), and that for any set A, the
set }(A) of all subsets of the set A satises all the ring axioms under the op-
erations of  (as addition) and \ (as multiplication). Now, given a simple game
G = (N;W ) and a set RN , we can dene the \translate of G by R" to be the
new game GR = (N;WR) where X 2 WR i XR 2 W . It is easy to see that \trans-
lating by R" in the context of simple games corresponds to renaming for Boolean
functions.
Renaming can be applied to shrink a class I of functions (that is, to strengthen the
corresponding property), as follows:
3 It is certainly possible to have a Boolean function unchanged by a nontrival renaming. For example, a
voter is a \dummy" (in the technical sense used in voting theory) i renaming the (single) corresponding
Boolean variable does not change the Boolean function.
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Denition 3.1.4 The renamable kernel of a class I of Boolean functions is the set of
those Boolean functions for which every renaming belongs to I . We will denote this
class by RenKer(I ).
There is a topological context for the notion in Denition 3.1. If P is a set and
6 is a reexive and transitive relation on P, then the Alexandrov topology induced
by 6 has as its open sets those subsets of P that are closed upward with respect to
6 ([1,8]). 5 It is easy to see that arbitrary intersections of open sets are open in this
topology, and so arbitrary unions of closed sets are closed. Hence, each set X has a
largest closed subset which we (in the apparent absence of a standard term) call the
kernel of X. If P is the set of Boolean functions and we dene 6 on P by g6f i
g is a renaming of f, then the kernel of Denition 3.1 is precisely the kernel in the
Alexandrov topology on P induced by 6. 6
Our interest in this notion arises largely from the extent to which it helps answer
the question of where the new property of weak monotonicity ts in.
Theorem 3.2. The renamable kernel of the class of weakly monotonic Boolean func-
tions is precisely the class of completely monotonic (or 2-trade robust) Boolean func-
tions.
If we abuse notation by identifying a property with the class that is its extension,
Theorem 3.2 can be briey stated as follows:
Ren Ker(weakly monotonic) = completely monotonic:
Proof. We will phrase the proof in terms of support sets and translates via symmetric
dierence.
() Suppose that f 2 Ren Ker(weakly monotonic) and that G is the hypergraph
corresponding to f. Suppose that X and Y are winning coalitions in G and that AX−
Y and BY −X . Let R=A[ (Y − (X [B)). Now let X 0= (X −A)[ (Y −B) and let
Y 0=A[B[ (X \ Y ). Because X 0R=X and Y 0R= Y , we known that both X 0 and
Y 0 are winning in the renaming of G by the set R. Thus, by the weak monotonicity
of this renaming of G, we know that X 0 [ Y 0 is winning in the renaming of G,
or X 0 \ Y 0 is winning in the renaming of G. But (X 0 [ Y 0)R = (X − A) [ B and
(X 0 \ Y 0)R= (Y − B)[ A. Thus, either (X − A)[ B or (Y − B)[ A is winning in G
as desired.
4 It is standard practice to apply renaming to a class I of Boolean functions in order to construct a larger
class, usually called \renamable I ", as follows: a function g is in renamable I if g=fs for some renaming
fs of a function f 2 I . If we identify a property of Boolean functions with the class I that is its extension,
then renaming can be thought of as a way to change such properties into weaker properties. Perhaps the
most important example is also the best known: renamable monotonic is the same as unate.
5 Johnstone [8] treats the Alexandrov topology, but focuses on the case in which the relation is also
antisymmetric. This is certainly not the case for the kernel in Denition 3.1, but the only loss this entails is
the T0 separation axiom.
6 The more familiar operation of footnote 4 corresponds to taking the closure in this topology.
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() Suppose that f is 2-trade robust and that G is the hypergraph corresponding
to f. Let R be a set that gives rise to a renaming of G, and consider the game GR.
We want to show that GR is weakly monotonic. Suppose that X and Y are winning
coalitions in GR and that A=X −Y . Let X 0=XR and Y 0=YR, and let A0=A−R
and B0=A\R. Then X 0 and Y 0 are winning in G and A0X 0 and B0Y 0. Because G
is 2-trade robust, we know that either (X 0−A0)[B0 is winning in G or (Y 0−B0)[A0
is winning in G. But [(X 0 − A0) [ B0]R = X \ Y and [(Y 0 − B0) [ A0]R = X [ Y .
Hence, one of these sets is winning in GR as desired.
There are two other results that we will need to ll out the role of the renaming
kernel operator in tying together the ve trading properties under consideration; the
kernel operator in Section 4 will then complete the picture.
Theorem 3.3. The renamable kernel of the class of batch unate Boolean functions
is precisely the class of completely monotonic (or 2-trade robust) Boolean functions.
That is:
Ren Ker(batch unate) = completely monotonic:
Proof. () Suppose that f 2 Ren Ker(batch unate). Then every renaming of f is
batch unate, and thus (because batch unateness implies weak monotonicity), every
renaming of f is weakly monotonic. Hence, by Theorem 3.2, f is completely mono-
tonic.
() Suppose that f is completely monotonic, and that g is a renaming of f. In
order to show that g is batch unate, it suces to show that g is completely mono-
tonic. By Theorem 3.2, this will follow if we can show that every renaming of g
is weakly monotonic. But a renaming of g is a renaming of f, and because f is
completely monotonic, Theorem 3.2 once again guarantees that all its renamings are
weakly monotonic. 7
Theorem 3.4. The renamable kernel of the class of preunate Boolean functions is
precisely the class of unate Boolean functions. That is:
Ren Ker(preunate) = unate:
Proof. We will phrase the proof in terms of support sets and translates via symmetric
dierence.
() Suppose that f 2 Ren Ker(preunate) and that G is the hypergraph corresponding
to f. Suppose that X and Y are winning coalitions in G and that x 2 X − Y . Let
R = X − fxg. Now let X 0 = fxg and let Y 0 = [X [ Y ] − [(X \ Y ) [ fxg]. Because
X 0R=X and Y 0R= Y , we know that both X 0 and Y 0 are winning in the renaming
7 Theorem 3.3 can also be derived from Theorem 3.2 by using general properties { including monotonicity
and idempotence { of kernel operations in the Alexandrov topology. See Theorem 5.1.
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of G by the set R. Thus, by the preunateness of this renaming of G, we know that
either ; is winning in the renaming of G, or X 0 [Y 0 is winning in the renaming of G.
But ;R= R= X −fxg and (X 0 [ Y 0)R= Y [ fxg. Thus, either X −fxg or Y [ fxg
is winning, as desired.
() Suppose that f is unate and that G is the hypergraph corresponding to f. Let
R be a set that gives rise to a renaming of G, and consider the game GR. We want to
show that GR is preunate.
Suppose that X and Y are winning coalitions in GR and that fxg = X − Y . Let
X 0 = XR and Y 0 = YR, and let A0 = fxg − R and B0 = fxg \ R. (Notice that if
x 62 R, then A0 = fxg and B0 = ;, while if x 2 R then B0 = fxg and A0 = ;.) With
this, we have that X 0 and Y 0 are winning in G and A0X 0 and B0Y 0. Because G
is unate (and one of A0 and B0 is a singleton and the other the empty set), we know
that either (X 0 − A0) [ B0 is winning in G or (Y 0 − B0) [ A0 is winning in G. But
[(X 0 − A0) [ B0)]R = X − A = X − fxg and [(Y 0 − B0) [ A0]R = Y [ A = Y [ fxg.
Hence, one of these sets is winning in GR as desired.
4. Rudin{Keisler projections and the RK-projection kernel
Our second method of modifying a simple game G is to use a surjective function
 whose domain is the set of voters in G to induce a new simple game, denoted by
G, by declaring that X is winning in G i the preimage −1(X ) is winning in
the original game G. In the context of Boolean functions, this corresponds to ganging
batches of switches together so that all switches within a linked batch are forced to
be \on" or \o" together, and then assigning each batch a new input switch number.
More precisely:
Denition 4.1. If f is a Boolean function dened on Boolean vectors of length n, and
 : N ! M is any onto function, then the Rudin{Keisler projection of f under 
(denoted f) is the induced Boolean function dened on Boolean vectors of length
m satisfying
f(x1; x2; : : : ; xm) = f(x(1); x(2); : : : ; x(n)):
Notice that in the special case that m = n (so that  is a bijection), f is just f
with renumbered input switches. In the corresponding special case for a simple game
G we would say that G and (G) are isomorphic.
In general, if H = (G) for some onto function  we write H6RKG. This is the
notation used in the theory of ultralters | the context in which the \RK ordering"
rst arose (see [2,3,9], for example).
Denition 4.2. The RK-projection kernel of a class I of Boolean functions is the
set of those Boolean functions for which every RK-projection belongs to I . We will
denote this class Rud Ker(I ).
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The next two theorems will allow us to complete the demonstration that weak mono-
tonicity is one of the links in a short chain of kernels leading from a very weak trading
property to a fairly strong one. We will prove the rst; the proof of the second is sim-
ilar.
Theorem 4.3. The RK-projection kernel of the class of preunate Boolean functions
is precisely the class of weakly monotonic Boolean functions. That is:
Rud Ker(preunate) = weakly monotonic:
Proof. Suppose that f 2 RudKer(preunate). To see that f is weakly monotonic let
x and y be true vectors for f, for which the excess of x over y consists of the set
RN = f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Let  be any surjection from N to M = f1; 2; : : : ; mg that maps
all points in R to 1, and maps the other elements of N to distinct points of M − f1g.
Let (x) denote the unique vector h(x)1; (x)2; : : : ; (x)mi satisfying that the original
vector x = h(x)(1); (x)(2); : : : ; (x)(n)i. Then f makes both (x) and (y) true,
and the excess of (x) over (y) is equal to f1g. As f is preunate, the right shift
of the 1 in place 1 leaves one of (x) or (y) still true for f, from which it follows
that the complete right shift from the original vector x to y leaves one of x or y still
true for f.
In the other direction, if f is weakly monotonic it is straightforward to check that
f is weakly monotonic, hence preunate, for any surjection .
Theorem 4.4. The RK-projection kernel of the class of unate functions is precisely
the class of batch unate functions. That is:
Rud Ker(unate) = batch unate:
5. Summary and conclusions
The following diagram (Fig. 2) summarizes the results of the two previous sections,
showing how the two kernel operations lead (via two distinct paths) from the class of
preunate Boolean functions to the class of completely monotonic Boolean functions.
Suppose we start with an arbitrary class I of Boolean functions, and apply the two
kernel operations P (for RK-projection kernel), and R (for renamable kernel), in
all possible orders, with PR (I ) denoting the RK-projection kernel of the renaming
kernel of I , for example. Then at most ve distinct classes result, counting I itself.
They are related to each other as in Fig. 3, which is simply a generic version of the
earlier Fig. 2.
The justication of the diagram lies with the following theorem. Because we know,
from Fig. 2, that the 5 classes of Fig. 3 can all be distinct, it follows that Theorem
5.1 has a form of completeness { it does not miss any general relationships between
these two kernel operators of a kind that might further collapse Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. The complete kernel diagram starting from the class of preunate functions.
Theorem 5.1. If I and @ are any classes of Boolean functions; P is the RK-projection
kernel operator; and R is the renamable kernel operator; then the following hold:
(i) R (I )I and P (I )I .
(ii) If @I then P (@)P (I ) and R (@)R (I ) (\monotonicity").
(iii) Both R and P are idempotent.
(iv) RP (I )PR (I ).
(v) RPR (I ) =RP (I ).
(vi) PRP (I ) =RP (I ).
Proof. Parts (i) { (iii) are clear. For (iv), note that every renaming of an RK-projection
of f is equal to some RK-projection of a renaming of f, and thus RP (I )PR (I ). 8
8 However, not every RK-projection of a renaming of f is equal to a renaming of an RK-projection of f.
The reason is that a renaming of an RK-projection of f has the eect, on those original inputs of f lying
within a single ber of the projection, of renaming all of them or renaming none of them. However, if one
renames rst, and then projects, there is no such \all-or-none" restriction. For a simple example consider
f:f0; 1g3 ! f0; 1g by f(x; y; z) = 1 i at least one of x; y; z is equal to 1. It is easy to check that if g has
two inputs and is equal to any renaming of a projection of f, then there exists some input to g for which
the output equals 0. However, if h is our name for the function obtained by rst renaming the third input
variable of f, then projecting the original second and third input to the new second input, then h can only
output 1.
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Fig. 3. The complete kernel diagram starting from a general class J .
For (v), we have RP [R (I )]RP (I ) by part (i). Now, as RP (I )PR (I )
by (iv), we have R [RP (I )]R [PR (I )] by monotonicity, from which RP (I )
RPR (I ) follows using (iii). Finally, for (vi), we have RPR (I ) =RP (I ) from
(v) and so P [RPR (I )] = P [RP (I ]. But P [RPR (I )]RPR (I ) by (i), and
PR [PR (I )]RP [PR (I )] by (iv). Finally, RP [PR (I )]=RPR (I ) by idem-
potence, so RP (I ) =RPR (I ) =PRPR (I ) =PRP (I ).
In conclusion, we should point out that renaming and RK projection are just two
examples of kernel operators. The passage of a game to its dual gives rise to another,
and it is easy to see that the dual kernel of the class of strong games and the dual
kernel of the class of proper games both coincide with the class of constant-sum games.
The operation of Boolean subfunction 9 gives rise to yet another kernel operator, and
one can then ask about the version of Fig. 3 enlarged to take into account the action
of the Boolean subfunction kernel, in addition to the actions of the renaming and RK
projection kernels, on a general class of Boolean functions. These and related topics
will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
9 This operation is sometimes referred to as \projection", and corresponds to freezing some input switches
in the \on" position, freezing others in the \o " position, and considering the induced function on the
remaining, unfrozen switches.
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